
Holiday Season Gifts Don't Need to be
Wasteful and Stressful. The Solution: Luxury
Foods and other Consumable Gifts

In Japan, watermelons sold as gifts can can cost well

over $100

It's estimated billions of dollars are spent

in the USA alone each year on unwanted

gifts. Lessons from East Asian cultures

offer a solution.

TORONTO, CANADA, November 30,

2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The

“Holiday Season” appears to be already

firmly upon us. With the winter comes

the minor, but seemingly incessant

stress of choosing “the right gift” for

those on our gift list. In what must

surely be an attempt to leave no

potential customer excluded,

marketers appear to have subsumed all of our diverse cultural winter celebrations with the

overarching commercial term “Holiday Season”, promoting the giving (more specificially, the

purchasing) of presents as the main event of the entire season.

In Japanese culture it is

considered thoughtful to

give consumable gifts. An

exotic, luxurious food that

gives the recipient a fleeting,

but memorable moment of

decadent pleasure makes a

great gift.”

Maki Ito, Kagoshima, Japan

Historically, the winter celebrations in various cultures

were generously intended to give the “common people” a

break from the tedium and drudgery of daily life (and,

especially here in the north, the discomforts of the cold,

dark winter), allowing people to relax, spend enjoyable

time with loved ones, celebrate with festivities, eat

delicious foods, and enjoy rare treats. 

To the cynic, it appears our ubiquitous devices, frenzied,

compulsive connectivity and unfettered materialism have

reduced simple, quality time by urging us shop, buy, give,

purchase. Of course, each of us can choose not to participate in the wasteful exchanging of

material items. “Wasteful” because, despite the best of intentions, how many gifts actually see

good use? Serve a valuable purpose? By one reckoning, Americans are expected to spend over
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$8 billion (yes, that’s “billion” with a “b”)

on unwanted presents this year. Many

gifts are simply given out of social

obligation, with the price of the gift

carrying much relevance. The utility

possibly less. Unused gifted stuff then

puts the receiver into a bit of a

quandary: “How does one get rid of

this unwanted item without offending

to the well-intentioned gift giver?”

Advertisers make it ever easier to

spend your money on their material

offering. The gift card was a truly

brilliant invention! Now the recipient is

free to choose their own gift, provided

the money flows to the gift-card

provider. 

Of course, innovative folk have

escaped the high-intensity

commercialism using a myriad of

creative tactics: agreeing not to

exchange gifts; pooling money to buy a

dinner/food for the less fortunate;

sponsoring a school in a developing

country and the list goes on.

Not that we need numbers, but one

survey of Americans found that 48% of

respondents cited finding gifts for

everybody was a significant source of

stress over the holidays. The same

survey found a staggering 88% said the

holiday season was the most stressful

time of the year. 

For those obligated socially or for personal reasons to offer physical gifts at this time of year,

especially one in which the value of the gift itself carries meaning, we may learn from some East

Asian traditions. The Chinese tend to use “red envelopes”: red-colored envelopes filled with cash.

The red envelope is elegant in its simplicity: no need to shop, the receiver can choose to spend

the cash on whatever they want, and the value is immediately obvious. Though some in the west

see this as a little impersonal or un-thoughtful, and the exchange of cash can seem a touch



vulgar to some. 

In Japan, gift-giving is a huge part of the culture and consumable gifts like food are a favorite

choice. This seems like a clever solution that solves many issues at once. In Japan where space is

at a premium, the recipient doesn’t need to worry about finding a long-term spot in their home

to house the gift, or explain awkwardly where that unwanted gift went. Food being either eaten

or disposed of sooner or later, relieves the receiver from having to worry that the gift giver might

notice the absence of the gift later. For the same reason, if the recipient isn’t a fan of the

particular food received, the food can be re-gifted without worrying about future awkwardness

(the gift-giver won’t expect their $121 Densuke watermelon, $1,800 2006 bottle Giacomo

Conterno Monfortino Barolo wine, $1,600 box of pu’er tea, or $30 jar of gourmet raw honey to

remain on display indefinitely in your home). Another benefit of a luxurious consumable is that it

doesn’t need to cost $1000 to be a true luxury, it just needs to be noticeably better, or more

exotic, than what the recipient would normally justify spending on a few fleeting moments of

pleasure. The ephemeral nature of enjoying sinfully delicious food surely adds value (perhaps

even transcendence) to the gift. Though the monetary value of often isn’t as obvious as cash or a

gift voucher, most Japanese people that I know can differentiate between an ordinary, daily-use

apple and an expensive, luxurious “gift apple”. Similarly with wine lovers and a prime vintage

Barolo. 

In China too, shops selling expensive, high-quality, “gift fruit” abound near any hospital – fruit

appears to be a more popular “speedy recovery” offering than flowers. One can see some logic

to giving healthful, natural food to the recovering patient. 

My Japanese friend tells me that consumable gifts are even better if the packaging is recyclable,

better, upcycle-able, or ideally, possessing enough beauty, elegance and quality to be used

repeatedly after the consumable contents have been enjoyed. 

A possible solution to relieve stresses on both the gift shopper and the receiver is to give a

consumable like a luxury food. It doesn’t need to cost a fortune; it just needs to be a noticeable

improvement over the regular daily fare. The receiver can savor it, or re-gift it, guilt-free, to

somebody else who will appreciate it. Added bonus: it’s a consumable. If your consumable gift is

enjoyed by the recipient, you can keep giving the same present year after year: one small yearly

stress handily eliminated.
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we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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